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TECHNICAL INFO
Launch date: 8th September 2021

GAME NAME INTERSTELLAR ATTACK GAME ID 3140

RTP 97.2% (TOTAL GAME) REEL TYPE SPINNING REELS

MAX PAYOUT 28,039x MATRIX 5X6

VOLATILITY HIGH (17.6) BET TYPE EASY BET

HIT FREQUENCY 0,189 (TOTAL GAME) MIN. BET 0.20

Features

EVOLVING GAME Levels/Progression on: Symbol values, Sticky Power-Ups & Free games.

PERSISTENT STATE User progress is saved.

SPIN-CREASE Increase symbols value by collecting points.

FREE GAMES 10 spins. 6 levels reward respectively: 10x, 20x, 50x, 250x, 2.500x or 25.000x.

RETRIGGERS +1 Spin every time the top of the reels is hit.

STICKY POWER-UPS 4 Symbols that boost rewards.

Min. Devices

ANDROID IOS

X SAMSUNG GALAXY
NOTE 8 8.0.0 X IPHONE X 12.1

X NEXUS 9 7.1.1 IPAD 5TH GEN 12.1

SAMSUNG GALAXY TAP
A 10” 7 IPHONE X 11.2.5

X SAMSUNG GALAXY S6 6 MIN DEVICE/OS X IPAD AIR 2 11.3.1

IPHONE 6S 11 MIN OS

Downloads
Game assets | Certifications
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Markets
UK | Gibraltar | Malta | Sweden | Denmark | New Jersey | .COM markets

Languages

Bulgaria (bg), Czech (cs), Danish (da), German (de), Greek (el), English (en_gb), English (en_us), Spanish (es_ar),

Finnish (fi), French (fr), Italian (it), Japanese (ja), Korean (ko), Dutch (nl), Norwegian (no), Polish (pl), Portuguese (pt_pt),

Portuguese (pt_BR), Romanian (ro), Russian (ru), Slovak (sk), Turkish (TR), Swedish (sv), Traditional Chinese (zh-hk)

In-Game Promotions
Free Bets, 3x Payouts, Feature Boost, Feature Boost Free Bets, Super Boost, Super Boost Free Bets

High 5 Games Promotions
High 5 Games offers a collection of ready-to-go (no

integration needed)  in-game promos that can be

customized to suit your casino players: 2x/3x Payouts,

Feature boosts, Super boosts, Free bets, and more!

All promotions can be tailored to your needs, from cost to

number of spins granted, as segmentation and other

parameters.

We also offer Rapid Rewards, a ready-to-go Network

Promotion that runs weekly with a 10,000 prize pool.

Get in touch to know more:
b2baccount@high5games.com
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ABOUT INTERSTELLAR ATTACK
Hop on your spaceship and fly into a galactic battle against aliens, asteroids and motherships! You are in for a

leveling up adventure, and big rewards up to 25,000x your bet!

Examples of Mobile/Desktop Base Game and Desktop Bonus Round

Everytime you hit your enemies, there’s a reward! Different ships with different shooting power and a

collection of Sticky Power-Ups will help you hit more symbols and/or achieve greater payouts in 1 go!
Keep your players engaged with our industry-known Spin-crease feature that upgrades symbols values, and

have them back to play where they left off thanks to the persistent state that saves user progression!

A whole generation will enjoy this Space Invaders inspired slot, that beyond huge rewards, packs a tone of

excitement with a familiar theme, an outstanding visual approach, and sound effects that will delight your

players.
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FEATURES

WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You get)
Every spin can bring a spaceship to the bottom of a

column, where it will shoot upwards. Whenever it hits a

symbol, there is a win (WYSIWYG mechanic), and the

value is displayed. The values are in the symbols

themselves, rather than in combinations, lines or ways.

Shooting Power
4 types of spaceships grant different shooting power: 1

shot, 2 shots. 4 shots and a full column shot (destroys

all symbols in 1 column). 1 shot will only hit 1 symbol,

2 shots will hit 2 symbols (if there are at least 2

symbols on the column), and so on.

Spin-Crease
Collect green crystals, fill the meter and upgrade

symbols values or get more powerful spaceships. The

higher the bet, the quicker Spin-crease happens.

Spin-Crease is the ideal tool for retention, as user

progression is saved, granting higer rewards over time.
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Sticky Power-Ups

Examples of Row Bomb and Area bomb

Destroy symbols and Collect Red Crystals, fill the meter and get Sticky Power-Ups to hit more symbols in 1

go, or to multiply your winnings. There are 4 sticky Power Ups that boost winnings:

Triple Arrows:
A spaceship landing on it, will Triple shoot, also shooting on its left and right columns.

Multiplier:
Multiply a winner shot by 2x to 10x when a ship lands on this power up.

Area Bomb:
When hit, destroys all surrounding symbols on a 3x3 grid.

Row Bomb:
When hit, destroys all symbols in the same row.

Sticky Power-Ups on Bonus Rounds
During the Bonus Round, a Sticky Power-Up is

added on every odd spin (starting on the 1st, then

3rd, 5th and so on), and they will remain for the

entire bonus until they are hit by a shot.

Bonus Screen with 2 Row Bombs, an Area Bomb, a Triple Arrow and a
x2 Multiplier.
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BONUS
Enter the bonus round whenever a scout ship at the top of the reels is hit, starting with 10 Free games.

Retriggering (+1 Spins)
Win +1 Spin each time a scout ship or mothership is hit (outside and above the reels). Collect as many extra

spins as you can, as long as the spins meter on the top left is not full (max 10 playable spins at one time).

Level up through 6 levels when all scout ships on one level are destroyed, granting higher rewards! 1st to 6th
level rewards are respectively: 10x, 20x, 50x, 250x, 2.500x and 25.000x the amount bet! The higher the

level, the more difficult to complete, but the payout is worth the challenge!

Sticky Power-Ups
Sticky Power-Ups are added randomly every odd free spin (starting on the 1st, then 3rd, 5th, 7th spin and so

on), and will remain until hit by a shot. This increases the winning chances and value of the payouts.
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Get in touch:
b2baccounts@high5games.com


